Discovering the importance of ‘me’ in the team
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Good communication and teamwork are the foundations of quality patient care.
Amelia recounts her rst year as a junior nurse and highlights the inter-and intradisciplinary challenges common to all health professionals.
Today marks the completion of my rst year as a registered nurse. As of tomorrow I will
be an RN2. It’s intimidating and yet it prompts me to loot

to be somewhat unenthused by the presence of junior sta . Ward routine and
expectations were acquired by observation and repetition, as opposed to explanation
and orientation. New skills were haphazardly taught. There seemed also a more obvious
divide between nurse/medical o cer/allied health. It felt unwelcoming, and
overwhelming.
Where I previously developed strong professional relationships, I now struggled.
Previously, I knew the names of everyone I worked with, was invited to observe and
even assist in supervised procedures, and had multiple other learning opportunities
typically reserved for medical students. Now in my new environment, nurses and
doctors alike barely gave me a nod of acknowledgement. In one instance, a sta
member openly sco ed at my lack of familiarity with a particular patient condition.
Communication was less frequent, and acronyms were rife – with explanations few and
far between.
Not long into my time there, an incident occurred. It was on a particularly busy day. I
was juggling patient discharges, preoperative preparations and routine cares. The day
was a very demanding one, and I was still feeling the pressure of being new to the area.
Excuses aside, I stu ed up royally. I completely omitted a step in a routine patient
procedure and nearly landed an individual back in theatre, or worse. I removed an
intercostal catheter in a way that resulted in air entering the chest cavity.
I gave my patient a pneumothorax.
The second it happened, the very moment I heard that gut-wrenching rush of air, I knew
what I’d done and how. Luckily, I identi ed the error quickly, and a rapid chain of
fortunate events meant the issue was resolved with nil adverse outcomes beyond my
immediate distress. Regardless, I felt like I had failed: failed my patient, my colleagues,
but most of all failed myself. I prided myself on being diligent, thorough and cautious,
yet in this event I simply forgot.
To add insult to injury, as soon as my patient was stabilised, I was rushed to my tea
break. I was told that by running behind on time I was inconveniencing remaining sta .
Missing my break to catch up was deemed unacceptable. I left the ward feeling stormy –
cheated, disappointed, concerned and de ated. I was unable to eat or sit still. I paced
the hospital aimlessly. I considered going home. Just leaving. I wanted out. But nally, I
resolved to get some fresh air, and on the way I bumped into a JMO from a previous
rotation. He simply greeted me with familiarity and I burst into tears led heI

unexpected level of self-respect. I owned my error, and I opened up to my team and
allowed them to support me in not having the same mistake repeated. This improved
my overall experience and more importantly, enhanced the safety of my patients.
I feel that the incident allowed me to recognise the importance of teamwork in the
context of myself as an important member of that team. In the time immediately prior
and post incident, I was not being a team player. I allowed myself to become
overwhelmed in my work environment, and I neglected the fact that I was a junior. What
occurred during that brief chat with my JMO friend was a shift in my perspective. As a
junior member of a complex network of individuals, I needed to recognise my
professional responsibility. As juniors, we need to remember to not only communicate
our lack of seniority, but also regularly provide opportunity for our team to support us
in the manner needed.
Teamwork is the recognition of each individual in his or her capacity to contribute. This
includes the self. I discovered through this negative experience that the team I work
within is the one I create. Via openness, humility and a genuine desire to be a stickler for
best patient care I am now able to use professional assertiveness in my communication
with colleagues, when seeking support in my workplace. Interactions with colleagues
are now grounded in a sense of knowledge that teamwork and good communication

